Our innovation uses technology to
encourage monetary donations by
visualizing them as food donations.
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DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

In our research, we found that the vast majority of food banks and charities prefer cash
donations because they can buy much more food than individuals per dollar spent (further
explained in the PROBLEM section). Unfortunately, grocery stores and other charitable
drives are often not aware of this and instead encourage food donations. While there are
existing donation boxes, they are not effective at encouraging people to donate.
Our donation box, Small Donation – Big Impact, encourages cash donations by helping
people visualize their monetary contributions. A fun interaction shows the amount of food
donated from a monetary contribution falling onto a scale, and thanks them for their
donation. This way they are educated about the greater impact of their food donations,
while still receiving the emotional satisfaction that comes with donating food [6]. When not
in use, the donation box shows a loop of 3 screens to encourage new donors (further
explained in the SOLUTION section). With this new donation box, all stakeholders involved
are benefited. Donors maximize the impact of their donations, charities encourage new
donations and increase their visibility to those in need, and the grocery stores in which the
design is located leave a positive view of their businesses.
Small Donation - Big Impact is an innovative combination of existing technologies to
address the problem. To successfully implement, we will need money acceptors, a
microchip and code to run video, a display panel, and a 3D printed casing to hold it all
together (further explained in the TECHNOLOGY section).
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EXPLANATION OF PROBLEM

How can we help people with food insecurity?
Over 100 million pounds of food is donated to charities every year [5]. As many
as 1 in 7 Americans with food insecurity rely on these types of donations for
their meals [1]. However, in our research, we found that donating food is not the
most impactful way to support those in need. Food banks can often feed
between 4 and 20 people per dollar [2, 3]. This is much more than the 1 to 2
meals an individual can contribute per dollar. In addition, if the donated food is
not needed it can go bad. Moving and sorting food donations can take up a large
portion of monetary resources. Often there is already plenty of food available
from grocery stores, but charitable organizations need the resources to pick it
up and distribute it. Cash donations are more flexible and can be saved to
purchase the correct food at the ideal moments. While there are donation boxes
that accept monetary contributions, they don’t give people the same emotional
satisfaction they receive when donating real food [6]. So how can we help those
who want to make a difference for a good cause have the greatest impact?

1 in 7 Americans with
food insecurity rely on
donated food

1/7

FOOD
DONATION

MONETARY
DONATION

We want to develop our innovation to engage communities.
By continuing to improve our design so it can be implemented in multiple
locations, our innovation will have a profound effect on the communities
involved. Small Donation - Big Impact is encouraging local communities’
engagement with food banks, and benefiting all the stakeholders involved.
Donors maximize the impact of their donations, charities encourage new
donations and increase their visibility to those in need, and the grocery stores
in which the design is located leave a positive view of their businesses.
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EXPLANATION OF SOLUTION

The main concept of our innovation is to encourage the more effective monetary donations by helping donors visualize their
contributions. We do this through 4 screens. A loop of the first 3 forms the “attract mode,” which encourages users to donate.
Each screen has video footage which educates donors and encourages contributions. The statistics that accompany each video
are placed at the bottom, to emphasize the more emotional video footage [4]. Donors might approach this loop at any point, so
we designed the order to make sense starting from each one. All 3 have the title “Small Donations, Big Impact” at the top, along
with the sub-title “Visualizing your Contribution.” This helps potential donors understand the concept from any screen. When a
donation is inserted, the final screen immediately shows feedback of their donation’s impact.

Motivation Screen
A video of people in need gives potential donors an
emotional connection to the issue. The statistic “1 in 8
Americans suffers from food insecurity” quantifies why
their donation is needed. Each time this screen plays will
show a different clip, with a different person in need.

Value Proposition Screen
This screen portrays the greater impact of cash
donations compared to food donations. A side by side
compare one dollar of food bought by an average
American, and one dollar of food bought by the charity
Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard (MHC). The statistic
“Through MHC $1 = 8.3 meals” quantifies the impact of
donations to that specific charity.

Motivation Screen
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EXPLANATION OF SOLUTION

Opportunity Screen
Footage of people preparing donated food instills
confidence that donors’ money will be well spent. It is
accompanied by the statistic “MHC helps an average
of 3000 people every week” to give perspective to
work already done.

Feedback Screen
Once a person donates, they see a quantity of food equal
to the amount they donated piling up on the scale. This
will show a different type of food falling each time, to
represent the variety of foods charities provide. Once
completed, they get a thank you message. When it
returns to the attract mode, they see their contribution of
meals added to the total contributions.
CLICK HERE TO THE SCREEN DETAIL
Opportunity Screen

Feedback Screen

This donation box will be placed at the end of the check-out lines in grocery stores so that it is accessible to all people. This
location is a common place for donation boxes, where people are likely to have their monetary donations ready. Our goal is for a
multitude of charities to adopt our design and implement them in grocery stores across the country. With this, we will empower
all people to make small donations, with big impact.
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DETAIL OF THE FEEDBACK SCREEN

1

This machine accepts coins, cash, and
credit card. Each credit card swipe is $1.

2

When someone inserts a donation, they see a
fun interaction of food falling. It will alternate
between rice, vegetables, bread, and fruit, which
are commonly provided at food banks.

3

A thank you message is shown
after a donation.

4

The corresponding amount of food falls on
to the scale and is measured by meals.
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RESEARCH

Our solution is based on both primary and secondary research. Research of
large charitable organizations and interviews with local food banks led to the
insights that informed our innovation. We have continued to include
stakeholders such as grocery stores and food banks in our process to
confirm that it is something they would be interested in.

Thomas Vanderplough

Volunteer Coordinator
local food bank Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard

One dollar equals ten pounds of food.

To ensure that our innovation is user-centered, we conducted usability tests with twelve participants. These were done at three different stages
of development with four participants each. Our design will be presented at a major UX conference for continued critique and improvement.

SESSION 1
From this test, we learned that
visualizing the food was impactful, but
the intention of the design was not
entirely clear before donations were
inserted. We decided to add text and a
scale to make the intent of the design
more apparent.

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

The addition of the scale made the
overall intent of the design clearer, yet 2
of 4 users were still unmotivated to
donate when first seeing it. This led to
the realization that we would need
something additional to encourage
users to try the interaction. To
accomplish this, we designed the
attract mode, a series of screens to
encourage the initial donation.
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We tested the final design with a
high-fidelity prototype. 4 potential
donors were given a one dollar bill and
two quarters. They were told they could
choose to keep them, use them for the
design, or both as they see fit. 3 of 4
users donated all the money. This along
with verbal comments again reaffirmed
the idea that the visualization feedback
is fun and motivating.
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DETAILED DISCUSSION OF TECHNOLOGY INVOLVED
Coin
Acceptor

The donation box relies on dynamically sequencing multiple video footages in real time,
based on the donation activity. The donation activity can be sensed by using multiple
currency acceptors connected either through a USB encoder device or to the GPIO
interface of a single board computer like the raspberry pi. A video control daemon
program running on the raspberry pi, will be listening to the donation activity and map
the signals to currencies: $.25, $1, $5, $10, $20. Video footage for each of these
activities and the attract mode will be saved in the memory and optimized for gapless
playback. Once any activity is sensed, the control application will break the “attract
mode” video loop and play the corresponding video.

Bill
Acceptor

Card
Acceptor

Signal Interpretor

Control Logic
Daemon Program

The video will be played on an economic display panel (24” or higher diagonally)
connected to the raspberry pi through an HDMI interface. The raspberry pi’s hardware
accelerated OMX interface can be leveraged for high-resolution playback. Everything
will be placed inside a 3D printed casing that includes a power supply.

Video Queue
Display Panel
Architecture Diagram

Example Scenario

Consecutive Donations

$1 inserted
Note:
$.25 is the target
amount of
current video
Immediately play
video of food
falling till $1

No

Is food falling
video playing?

Yes

Enqueue video of
food falling from
$.25 to $1.25

Ruoxun Chen

The user has the ability to insert multiple
consecutive donations, even before the current
video is finished. To accommodate this use case,
the video footage is clipped in $.25 increments. If
$x is inserted while a food falling video with the
target of $y is playing, the program will enqueue a
clip which runs from $y to $(y + x).
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DETAILED DISCUSSION OF TECHNOLOGY INVOLVED

Coin Acceptor

Card and
Bill Acceptor

A programmable coin acceptor
that can accept multiple coins

A programmable combo
acceptor that can accept
multiple cards and bills

Additional Chipset
A USB Encoder chip to encode the
analog pulses to a digital signal

Display Panel

Single Board Computer

An economic display
monitor that is 24” or more
in diagonal dimensions

A raspberry pi or a similar chipset
capable of delivering full HD video

Glass Cover

Casing

A glass cover in front of
the display panel to prevent
wear of the screen

A strong plastic / fiber casing to
support all the internal
components, hold currency, and
house the power supply unit
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CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT (INCLUDING TEAM ROLES)

At this point, we have created a semi-functional prototype. We have done extensive
research into the problem and how best to approach the solution. Usability testing on
dozens of potential donors ensured that our innovation is user-centered. We have shot
and edited the video and created other assets for the screens of the device. We used
non-functional money acceptor casings as a placeholder for real ones. Using a
computer monitor controlled by a laptop through an HDMI cable, we were able to
display the appropriate footage as people donated.
Because of our interdisciplinary backgrounds, we have all contributed in every step of
the project thus far. We each conducted research, usability tests, and created a
user-centered design together. However, each of us has headed up and lead aspects of
the innovation. Ruoxun and Tian led the videography and visual design. Aditya has led
the video editing and ensuring technological feasibility. Marshall led team organization
for deadlines and documentation.

Ruoxun and Tian lead the videography
and visual design.

Extensive research into the
problem and how best to
approach the solution

Usability testing on dozens of
potential donors ensured that our
innovation is user-centered

Shot and edited the video and
created other assets for the
screens of the device

Aditya has lead the video editing and ensuring
technological feasibility.

Marshall lead team organization for deadlines
and documentation.

Created a semi-functional prototype
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PLAN FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT TO ADDRESS PROBLEM

Our plan for further development consists of 3 stages. We would like to continue the design, work
towards economical production, and distribute for implementation and evaluation.

Engineering
Continued Design
For the continued design, we would
like to conduct a scaled usability
test involving a larger number of
more diverse participants than we
have already included. Using the
insights from that research, we will
redesign the attract mode as is fit.

Once redesigned, our first task will be to film
the new assets needed for the video screens.
We also plan to film the falling food in a larger
variety of increments, to accommodate any
potential donation. Next, we will research
prices for the components to build the product.
We will need money acceptors, a display panel,
a microchip, code to run the video, and a 3D
printed casing to hold it all together. Through
iteration, we will find the most effective and
economical way to build the product.
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Distribution
Finally, we will build multiple of the
final product and donate them to
charities. This will not only allow us
to contribute in a charitable way, but
allow us to evaluate. If it is
successful, we can make
improvements and consider scaling.
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SPECIFIC USE OF FUNDS

We are asking for investment into the development process so that everything after that is cheap.

Engineering

$7,250

CONTENT CREATION

Continued Design

$1,000

Bowls, scales, and food for video shoot

$300

Video shoot of food falling on scale

$200

Video shoot of attract mode screens

$400

Editing of video footage

$400

Video compositing and rendering

$350

Location - Filming Studio

$300

Distribution

$2,150

Agency communication

Scaled usability testing
with dozens of users

$500

HARDWARE

Redesign of attract
mode screen

$500

Bill, Coin and Card acceptors

$500

Single Board Computers

$250

Display panels

$400

3D printed casing for money acceptors,
micro chip, and display panel

$650

Glass screen cover

$150

Power supply units

$200

Create 5 more final products
Unanticipated
maintenance cost

$500
$1,200
$450

PROTOTYPING
Programming custom application for video control

$500

Programming data collection and analysis software

$700
$1,000

Optimization of electronics component
placement design
Prototyping lab facilities

$400

Mechanical Structure analysis

$250
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GRAND TOTAL:

$10,400
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Novel
Though there are many forms of
donations boxes, there are few that
take advantage of technology. We
found no examples of visual
interactions that encourage donations
by actually showing the amount of
food a contribution provides.

Technological
Feasibility

Nonobvious
Many people don’t realize that they can
make a bigger impact by donating
money instead of donating food. Our
solution addresses this problem in a
unique and fun way.

User-centered

Implementable

We reached out to all stakeholders
involved including grocery stores,
charities, and people that would
benefit. We also conducted usability
tests on 12 potential donors to ensure
that it is user-centered.

Funds received will be used to develop
a final product. We will perfect the
design, research economical
production, and finally mass-produce
them to donate to charities/grocery
stores and evaluate their success.
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The design can be built
economically by connecting a
display panel and a coin acceptor to
a single board computer running a
video controller application.

THANKS FOR
REVIEWING
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